
Tibco Humanizes Data Analytics, 
'Citizen Engineering' Goes One- 
Louder 
 

We‟ve said it before, data science isn‟t just for data scientists. Business 
functions that we might normally pigeonhole into one specific department to 
be carried out by one specific group of professionals with one specific 
skillset, are now being opened up to all employees. It‟s what the technology 
industry loves to call the democratization or humanization of business. 
Under this movement, anyone can be a citizen-anything. 

A human resources manager that wants to be a programmer (to create 
basic HR apps) can be a citizen-developer, a business manager that wants 
to write (although the press sometime recoil at the idea) can be a citizen-
journalist… and a sales director who wants to crunch through business 
figures such as Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and customer metrics 
(using an emerging set of new tools) can start to be a citizen-data scientist. 

There is no umbrella term to describe this space, but we could reasonably 
call it citizen-engineering. 

What drives citizen-engineering? 

This trend appears to be borne out very clearly by product developments 
emanating from data integration, API management and analytics company 
Tibco. The company‟s Spotfire analytics platform has now been updated 
with what is being branded as the A(X) Experience. 

Known officially as the A(X) Experience for TIBCO Spotfire, this is AI-driven 
analytics software that combines agile data exploration (it‟s quick) with 
natural language processing (you can ask it question in plain English), 
machine learning recommendations (it looks for data structures that you 
hadn‟t noticed and recommends trends that businesspeople might find 
useful) and model-based authoring (it allows users to create commands to 
direct what data is crunched) with native support for real-time streaming 
data. 

“Companies around the world have more than enough graphs and charts; 
what they are searching for is faster insight and better decision-making,” 
said Brad Hopper, vice president, analytics product strategy, Tibco. “We 
started investing in AI-driven recommendations several years ago and we 
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are very excited that, with the A(X) Experience, we have both simplified the 
practice and increased the power of exploring data. Business users just 
getting started can nevertheless make important discoveries… and 
experienced analysts can get their results even faster." 

Tibco's Hopper says he believes the A(X) Experience will help companies 
get more return from their investments in people and data. 

Are these tools safe? 

So let‟s step back and question what we are doing here. We‟re giving 
potentially anyone in the business the power to play with data science 
tools, is that okay? In a world of longer headlines, we might have titled this 
piece: Tibco Humanizes Data Analytics, ‘Citizen Engineering’ Goes One-
Louder, Does That Spell Danger For Business? Tibco chief operating 
officer Matt Quinn says it‟s fine, chill out… well, he is an Australian. 

“Citizen-engineering and the emergence of citizen-X-type roles in business 
is a fact of life,” said Quinn. “When we talk about humanizing data analytics 
in the context of what A(X) Experience for Tibco Spotfire offers, we need to 
remember that there are „guard rails‟ within the tool itself. You could call it a 
restricted graphical approach, it‟s not the same thing as hard coding all the 
way down on the command line. We guide the user towards positive 
outcomes, if you will. They could potentially still use the tool and screw 
things up, but less so. But actually, those screw ups can lead to the 
development of new ideas and new thinking... so you do want to give the 
user the option of failure and experimentation." 

Looking at how software has the opportunity to change now, Tibco‟s Quinn 
says that it‟s all about the move to what he calls persona-driven 
development. 

Persona-driven development 

This is a term meant to express the need to put users first. We used to 
build engines (automotive ones, or software ones) that go, that drive, that 
pump, push and propel. Now we have the chance to look at what users 
want, a develop an engine to suit that user‟s needs. Humanized citizen-
engineering is kind of the same, because it allows users to start designing 
things they way they want themselves the way they want them. 

Quinn further states that Tibco believes that innovation is driven by taking a 
human approach to data, not simply by increased digitalization. The 
company‟s goal with A(X) Experience for Tibco Spotfire and its newly 
expanded Tibco Connected Intelligence Cloud is to create an enterprise-
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scale platform that augments organization‟s intelligence and humanizes 
digital analysis. 

Looking at the actual product again, Tibco‟s goal with the A(X) Experience 
was to use AI to augment users‟ knowledge, magnify their skills and so 
speed up decision making. Complementing the Spotfire product‟s point-
and-click and data exploration functions, the A(X) Experience surfaces 
machine-learning-based guidance, recommending data relationships and 
uncovering patterns for users as they explore. 

A user can type a request and Spotfire will not only create visualizations, 
but also make prescriptive suggestions using the results, such as blending 
data, marking matched records, or launching analytical tools. Click a value, 
drag a chart, type a question and Spotfire will deliver a response. The A(X) 
Experience also features native support for real-time, streaming data from 
any source. Tibco Spotfire Data Streams, a new module, extends the 
Spotfire platform with 80 streaming sources out of the box. 

Vicious or virtuous circle? 

If citizen-engineers might just be fact of life... is that a bad thing? The 
answer, probably, for now, is no, it's a good thing. If we provide 
comparative 'visual' interfaces rich in drag-and-drop for these users, then 
the elements of data science and even software app creation they start to 
create could be of positive use. 

It comes full (virtuous) circle too, because we can start to see what kinds of 
functionalities the citizen-engineers are creating and so tune the back end 
core parts of our IT stack to be optimized for what the front end has to do. 

Does this theory also mean that citizen-journalists are also a good 
thing? Many would argue that you can't drag-and-drop creativity of that 
kind, but the future may hold a different story. 

I am a technology journalist with over two decades of press experience. 
Primarily I work as a news analysis writer dedicated to a software 
application development „beat‟; but, in a fluid media world, I am also an 
analyst, technology evangelist and content consultant. As the ... 
 


